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Colorado City is located at (36.989580, -112.978044). According to the United States Census Bureau, the
town has a total area of 10.5 square miles (27 km 2), of which 10.5 square miles (27 km 2) is land and
0.100% is water.
Colorado City, Arizona - Wikipedia
Polygamy defined. Polygamy is defined as the practice or condition of having more than one spouse at the
same time, conventionally referring to a situation where all spouses know about each other, in contrast to
bigamy, where two or more spouses are usually unaware of each other.
Polygamy in North America - Wikipedia
Why Two in One Flesh? The Western Case for Monogamy over Polygamy John Witte, Jr. âˆ— Robert W.
Woodruff Professor of Law; Alonzo L. McDonald Distinguished Professor; Director of the Center for the Study
of Law and Religion, Emory University.
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